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Abbreviated and Ultrafast Breast 
MRI in Clinical Practice

Abbreviated and ultrafast breast MRI are emerging techniques that 

are now entering clinical practice and reflect an increasing under-

standing of breast cancer heterogeneity. These techniques may rep-

resent potential answers to shortcomings of mammographic screen-

ing, providing an opportunity to curb interval cancers, maximize 

diagnostic accuracy, and minimize overdiagnosis. Targeting more 

aggressive tumor subtypes may play a role in evidence-based de-es-

calation of breast cancer management, and abbreviated techniques 

have proved promising in early noninferiority studies. Functional 

characterization of tumors at MRI also has the potential for nonin-

vasive tumor subtyping based on radiomics and radiogenomics and 

may ultimately streamline increasingly individualized breast cancer 

care. The purpose of this article is to describe techniques of ab-

breviated and ultrafast breast MRI, recognize their pros and cons, 

and discuss clinical applications and implications. The goals are to 

define terminology, consider diagnostic parameters, and emphasize 

key concepts. As these novel techniques enter clinical care and con-

tinue to evolve, it is essential that the radiologist understands the 

rationale and limitations behind these approaches and how and why 

interpretation may differ from that of conventional MRI.
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After completing this journal-based SA-CME 

activity, participants will be able to:

	�Define abbreviated and ultrafast breast 

MRI and highlight their differences.

	�Discuss the rationale for employing 

these new techniques in breast imaging 

and their benefits and limitations.

	�Describe the clinical applications, early 

outcomes, and diagnostic parameters of 

abbreviated and ultrafast breast MRI.

See rsna.org/learning-center-rg.

SA-CME LEARNING OBJECTIVES
Introduction

The task of breast cancer diagnosis has become more complex and 

nuanced as we gain knowledge about the spectrum of tumor charac-

teristics and patient outcomes. What constitutes relevant diagnosis and 

treatment in cancer care is evolving, to maintain mortality benefit within 

value-based medicine. There is a broad shift in recent years to tailor 

management in all facets of breast cancer care. Pathologic positivity of 

surgical margins has been redefined to minimize unnecessary additional 

surgery (1,2). Genomic profiling is helping select receptor-positive can-

cers, where systemic therapy can now be safely avoided (3). The extent 

and duration of radiation therapy for early-stage disease are being mini-

mized by use of hypofractionated partial-breast irradiation (4). Similarly, 

prospective trials are in place to evaluate whether active surveillance for 

low-grade ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS) may be a viable alternative 

to surgery (5). In this setting, it has become increasingly important that 

radiologists contemplate and understand how to optimize breast cancer 

detection, not only in the number of cancers detected but also in the 

types of cancer being detected.

Abridged MRI techniques were born of this introspection. While 

mammography is the primary modality used for breast cancer 

screening, with established mortality benefits in long-term random-

ized controlled trials (6,7), interval cancers persist and low-grade 

disease may contribute to overdiagnosis. In comparison with mam-

mography, MRI has a predilection to capture higher-grade and 

This copy is for personal use only. To order printed copies, contact  reprints@rsna.org
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The Basics

Structural versus Functional Imaging
Mammography is a form of structural imag-

ing, and its sensitivity is limited by both breast 

tissue density and textural complexity. Although 

mammography is cost-effective and has contrib-

uted significantly to early cancer detection, its 

sensitivity is well below 50% in dense breasts 

and only about 60% in nondense but texturally 

complex breasts (24). Mammography depicts 

calcifications and spiculated masses well, hence 

highlighting DCIS and lower-grade invasive can-

cers. Despite technical advances such as DBT 

to minimize masking effect, the gain in cancer 

detection of 0.7–2.7 per 1000 is modest and 

bound by the same limitations of x-ray imaging 

(25–27). In particular, DBT adds little to cancer 

detection in those with extremely dense breasts 

(28) (Fig 1).

Because DBT accentuates architectural 

distortions, incremental cancers are overrep-

resented by small spiculated cancers that are 

histologically indolent (29). In contrast, mam-

mographic sensitivity for nonspiculated rapidly 

growing tumor subtypes (ie, triple negative, 

human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 

[HER2] enriched) prone to develop in high-risk 

women is low (30%–40%) (20–22). For all of 

these reasons, interval cancers persist at a rate 

of 13%–38%, limiting the benefit of screening 

in subpopulations of women (30,31). These 

limitations are intrinsic to structural imaging 

and cannot be overcome by technical advances 

including artificial intelligence (32).

MRI is a form of functional imaging, and 

its sensitivity is not limited by breast density 

or tissue complexity (Fig 2). Multiparametric 

MRI is based on use of contrast enhancement to 

highlight tumor angiogenesis rather than relying 

on structural depiction. The superior soft-tissue 

resolution of MRI may be enhanced by physi-

ologic characterization of properties such as cel-

lularity using diffusion-weighted imaging.

Dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI is currently 

the most sensitive imaging method and provides 

a significant gain in breast cancer detection (over 

that of mammography) of 15–16 per 1000 in both 

high-risk and average-risk women, substantially 

outperforming US in incremental yield (3–4 per 

1000) (33,34). Also, among high-risk women who 

undergo MRI screening, prospective data show 

that concurrent US adds no value (35). While US 

is not limited by breast density, it is fundamentally 

another form of structural imaging.

In a recent prospective trial of women with 

extremely dense breast tissue (n = 40 373) (age, 

50–75 years), the incremental yield of supple-

more invasive disease rather than more indolent 

disease (8). Therefore, MRI not only comple-

ments mammography but on its own provides 

a greater qualitative cancer yield more in line 

with current clinical needs. For these reasons, 

there is growing interest in expanding the role of 

MRI in screening, which is currently limited to 

higher-than-average-risk individuals. But access 

to MRI is limited, and cost and time associated 

with the examination can be prohibitive. Even in 

a relatively equal-access setting in the military, 

adherence to MRI screening was less than 25% 

among eligible high-risk women (9).

The breakthrough concept of shortening MRI 

to make it cheaper, faster, and potentially more 

accessible in the future was introduced to breast 

imaging in 2014 (10). Subsequent studies have 

shown abbreviated MRI to be noninferior in 

cancer detection and faster in performance and 

interpretation of results compared with conven-

tional full-protocol dynamic contrast-enhanced 

MRI (11–18).

The modality-based advantage of MRI versus 

mammography in cancer yield—particularly in 

extremely dense-breasted and high-risk women—

is compelling (19–22). Abbreviated MRI has also 

been shown to have superior cancer yield to that of 

digital breast tomosynthesis (DBT) (23).

Thus, abbreviated MRI is increasingly enter-

ing clinical practice, sometimes integrated with 

state-of-the-art sequences such as ultrafast MRI 

(11–18). The purpose of this article is to review 

current techniques, define diagnostic criteria, dis-

cuss advantages and pitfalls, and consider clinical 

applications and implications as early clinical 

experience using these new abridged protocols 

begins to accrue.

TEACHING POINTS
	� In comparison with mammography, MRI has a predilection to 

capture higher-grade and more invasive disease rather than 

more indolent disease.

	� Abbreviated MRI maximizes tumor conspicuity by imaging at 

the greatest tumor–background parenchymal enhancement 

(BPE) divergence (first postcontrast sequence) but forfeits the 

conventional delayed-phase kinetic information by eliminat-

ing the later postcontrast sequences (second and third post-

contrast time points).

	� Malignant breast lesions enhance early, rapidly, and avidly; 

therefore, they are associated with significantly shorter TTE, 

steeper maximum slope, and higher IER than benign lesions.

	� Ultrafast MRI can be exceptionally useful, and early wash-in ki-

netics have been shown to have greater discriminating power 

between benign and malignant lesions than conventional de-

layed kinetics, significantly improving specificity.

	� Abbreviated approaches are geared toward identification of 

aggressive disease in the screening setting but are not opti-

mized for full depiction of disease.
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Basic Terminology
Abbreviated MRI (also known as AB-MR or fast 

MRI) refers to shortening of a standard breast 

MRI protocol. By retaining only one contrast-en-

hanced sequence, the examination is streamlined 

and shifts the diagnostic focus to the early post-

contrast period (10). This does not require new 

technical know-how and is readily achievable via 

clinically and commercially available MRI units. 

Ultrafast MRI refers to a distinct imaging sequence 

and is a novel technique developed to capture 

rapid initial contrast material inflow into breast le-

sions, which requires high temporal resolution.

For the purpose of discussion, an under-

standing of spatial resolution and temporal reso-

lution is necessary. Spatial resolution defines the 

extent to which anatomic detail is discernible; it 

is improved by higher signal-to-noise ratio and 

mental MRI screening was 16.5 per 1000, cur-

tailing interval cancers by half, which highlights 

both the quantitative and qualitative advantage of 

MRI in cancer yield (19). Because MRI (func-

tional imaging) preferentially depicts invasive and 

high-grade disease (41%–46%), while mammog-

raphy (structural imaging) preferentially demon-

strates low- to intermediate-grade invasive and in 

situ disease (80%–90%), the interval cancer rate 

of MRI is significantly lower (0%–11%) (34–38). 

MRI also imparts survival benefit by allowing 

detection of more aggressive and higher-grade 

cancers at smaller size and earlier stage before 

axillary nodal spread as compared with other mo-

dalities (20,39). For all of these reasons, expand-

ing the role of MRI in supplemental screening 

and exploring its potential utility as a stand-alone 

screening tool are worthwhile.

Figure 1. Sequential mammo-
graphic screening in a 44-year-
old woman with extremely dense 
breast tissue. Mediolateral oblique 
(MLO) views of the left breast from 
screen-film mammography in 
2008 (a), digital mammography in 
2012 (b), and digital breast tomo-
synthesis (DBT) in 2018 (c). Mam-
mographic sensitivity is highly 
limited in women with extremely 
dense fibroglandular tissue despite 
technical advancement.

Figure 2. Invasive ductal carcinoma (IDC) in a 
48-year-old woman with extremely dense breast 
tissue. (a) MLO view of the left breast from re-
cent screening mammography is negative for 
cancer. (b) Axial contrast-enhanced subtraction 
T1-weighted image of the left breast from subse-
quent screening MRI shows IDC (arrow). Unlike 
mammography, the sensitivity of MRI is not lim-
ited by breast tissue density.
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Figures 3, 4. (3) Newly diagnosed breast cancer in a 57-year-old woman. Sequential axial postcontrast subtrac-
tion T1-weighted images of the right breast at 100 (a), 200 (b), and 300 (c) seconds after contrast material injec-
tion show the breast cancer (solid arrow). Tumor enhancement peaks early, maximizing conspicuity at the first 
postcontrast time point (a) with delayed washout (b, c). Tumor washout occurs concurrently with tissue wash-in 
(dashed arrow). (4) Conventional dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI typically acquires at least three postcontrast 
series to generate a delayed kinetic curve, with the first postcontrast time point at 90–120 seconds. A washout 
delayed kinetic curve (red line) is highly associated with malignancy. The initial contrast material wash-in kinetics 
(within the first 120 seconds), which are not available at conventional MRI, can now be acquired with ultrafast MRI.

smaller voxel size. For example, using higher-

field-strength MRI of 3 T versus 1.5 T and 

keeping voxel size less than 1 mm help maxi-

mize lesion morphologic characterization (40). 

Temporal resolution refers to the frequency of 

sampling or the number of frames acquired after 

contrast material administration per unit time; 

for example, a temporal resolution of 5 seconds 

means that images are acquired every 5 seconds. 

More sampling allows more detailed and more 

accurate enhancement kinetic analysis.

Abridged MRI Techniques

Abbreviated MRI
Abbreviated MRI is increasingly being per-

formed and investigated for screening purposes, 

given similar cancer detection as compared with 

conventional full-length MRI in multiple recent 

studies (Table 1). Because tumor enhancement 

peaks early (1–2 minutes), tumor conspicuity 

diminishes as tissue washes in during delayed 

phases, rendering the classic type 3 kinetic curve 

typically associated with malignancy (Figs 3, 4). 

Abbreviated MRI maximizes tumor conspicuity 

by imaging at the greatest tumor–background 

parenchymal enhancement (BPE) divergence 

(first postcontrast sequence) but forfeits the 

conventional delayed-phase kinetic information 

by eliminating the later postcontrast sequences 

(second and third postcontrast time points).

Although abbreviated MRI protocols are not 

currently standardized, the typical imaging time 

is less than 10 minutes. According to the Eastern 

Cooperative Oncology Group (ECOG)–Ameri-

can College of Radiology (ACR) Imaging Net-

work (ACRIN) EA1141 trial protocol (which 

compares the efficacy of abbreviated MRI versus 

that of DBT), examinations fulfilling criteria for 

abbreviated MRI should include (a) a local-
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izer acquisition and (b) one precontrast and one 

postcontrast axial gradient-echo acquisition with 

in-plane resolution of 1 mm or less and section 

thickness of 3 mm or less, with or without a T2-

weighted sequence (45). A faster examination 

means better patient tolerance, higher efficiency, 

and potentially lower cost, all of which improve 

the test profile of breast MRI as a screening tool; 

however, contrast material injection remains es-

sential to the examination (Table 2).

Ultrafast MRI
Ultrafast MRI is not necessarily a component 

of fast MRI (abbreviated MRI) but is a novel 

sequence developed to capture early contrast 

material wash-in at high temporal resolution 

(typically ≤6–7 seconds). An ultrafast sequence 

allows rapid sequential imaging within the first 

2 minutes after contrast material injection to 

render an early wash-in kinetic curve, as opposed 

to the conventional delayed washout kinetic 

curve (Figs 4, 5). Ultrafast imaging is not readily 

feasible with all commercially available imaging 

units because specific MRI coil and sequence 

requirements needed to achieve diagnostic spatial 

resolution at high temporal resolution are not 

universally available. The technique is similar to 

that used in cardiac imaging for real-time dy-

namic assessment of coronary arteries and myo-

cardial perfusion or in functional neuroimaging 

of the brain and depicts early arterial enhance-

ment highly specific for breast carcinoma (46).

Ultrafast MRI techniques are not currently 

standardized and various approaches are used, 

including parallel imaging, view-sharing, and 

compressed sensing. In our clinical practice, we use 

a type of view-sharing three-dimensional sequence 

also known as time-resolved angiography with 

interleaved stochastic trajectories (TWIST) on a 

3-T imaging unit (Siemens Healthineers, Erlangen, 

Germany) for ultrafast imaging, which has tem-

poral resolution of less than 5 seconds and spatial 

Table 2: Example Abbreviated MRI Protocol 
versus Full DCE MRI Protocol

Abbreviated MRI sequences*

 Axial T2W with FS†

 Axial precontrast T1W with FS

 Axial postcontrast T1W with FS

 Axial postcontrast subtraction

Standard MRI sequences‡

 Axial DWI (optional)

 Axial T2W with FS

 Axial T1W without FS

 Axial precontrast T1W with FS

 First axial postcontrast T1W with FS

 Second axial postcontrast T1W with FS

 Third axial postcontrast T1W with FS

 Sagittal postcontrast T1W

 Subtraction times three

 Subtraction MIP

Note.—DCE = dynamic contrast-enhanced, DWI = 
diffusion-weighted imaging, FS = fat saturation,  
MIP = maximum intensity projection, T1W = T1-
weighted, T2W = T2-weighted.
*Total acquisition time = 4 minutes without T2-
weighted sequence, 8 minutes with T2-weighted 
sequence.
†Inclusion of T2-weighted sequence varies by insti-
tution and study (see Table 1).
‡Total acquisition time = 30 minutes. Abbrevi-
ated MRI typically provides significant time saving 
compared with conventional full protocols.

Table 1: Pooled Sensitivity and Specificity of Full-Protocol MRI versus Abbreviated MRI

Reference 

(Year)

Full-Protocol MRI Abbreviated MRI

Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%) Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%) T2W Sequence

11 (2019) 100 85.7 91.4 76.2 Yes

13 (2017) 81.8 97.4 81.8 97.2 No

15 (2017) 97 95 99 93 No

41 (2017) 100 96.8 92.9 86.5 No

16 (2017) 99.5 77.1 99.5 75.4 No

42 (2016) 92 92 89 91 Yes

17 (2016) 99.4 NA 99.4 NA Yes

43 (2016) 100 96 100 94 No

44 (2015) 95 52 89 45 Yes

18 (2015) 95–98 NA 93–98 NA No

10 (2014) 100 93.4 100 94.3 No

Mean 96.5 87.3 94.3 83.6 NA

Note.—NA = not applicable, T2W = T2-weighted.
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Figure 6. Hybrid abbreviated MRI–ultrafast MRI in a 45-year-old woman. Axial precontrast T1-weighted image, A, is followed by 
multiple ultrafast TWIST acquisitions, B, seen as stacked axial images between 0–100 seconds with temporal resolution of 5 seconds 
per frame, followed by volumetric interpolated breath-hold examination (VIBE) acquisition of the standard first postcontrast image at 
100–120 seconds, C, yielding a subtraction image, D. Insertion of the ultrafast acquisitions does not alter overall examination duration.

resolution of 1 3 0.9 3 2.5 mm. For the purpose 

of this article, TWIST imaging will be considered 

synonymous with ultrafast imaging (Fig 6).

Newer Terminology
New diagnostic parameters for ultrafast MRI 

pertaining to early wash-in kinetic analysis are 

useful for quantitative lesion characterization 

and are defined as follows: Time to enhance-

ment (TTE) is measured from the time of aortic 

enhancement and reflects how early a lesion 

enhances (47). Maximum slope is the upslope 

of the time-intensity curve (slope of the rela-

tive enhancement versus time curve, expressed 

in percent per second) and reflects how rapidly 

a lesion enhances (48). Initial enhancement rate 

(IER) is defined as early postcontrast signal 

intensity divided by precontrast signal intensity 

and reflects the level of lesion enhancement 

or how avidly a lesion enhances (49). Finally, 

arterial-venous interval (AVI)—the interval 

between arterial and venous visualization—is 

another novel parameter made possible by 

high-temporal-resolution imaging. Shorter AVI 

is associated with a disordered vascular network 

prone to shunting—in essence, leaky vessels seen 

in tumor angiogenesis (50).

Malignant breast lesions enhance early, rap-

idly, and avidly; therefore, they are associated 

with significantly shorter TTE, steeper maximum 

slope, and higher IER than benign lesions (Table 

3) (47–50). Parameters such as IER and maxi-

mum slope have also been shown to vary by tu-

mor histologic type and grade in early feasibility 

studies and represent potential radiomic features 

that may have prognostic value as ultrafast MRI 

enters clinical practice (17,51).

Existing Challenge and Potential Solution
Despite its superior sensitivity, the limited 

specificity of conventional dynamic contrast-

enhanced MRI (as low as 50%–80% in some 

studies) frequently poses a challenge in clinical 

practice, particularly in distinguishing benign and 

Figure 5. IDC in a 54-year-old 
woman with an irregular enhanc-
ing mass in the outer right breast at 
screening MRI. Axial postcontrast 
T1-weighted image from ultrafast 
MRI shows that the mass (green 
crosshairs) has rapid initial contrast 
material wash-in, as illustrated by 
the steep maximum slope of the 
time-intensity curve. Biopsy of the 
mass demonstrated IDC.
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Figure 7. Morphologic overlap between benign and malignant breast lesions on axial postcontrast subtraction T1-
weighted images in four patients. Benign asymmetric nonmass enhancement, such as background parenchymal en-
hancement (BPE) in a 38-year-old woman at screening (arrow in A) or fibrocystic change (solid arrow in D) in a 
45-year-old woman at staging for contralateral invasive lobular cancer (dashed arrow in D), can mimic in situ cancer. 
Circumscribed margins can be seen in both a benign fibroadenoma in a 34-year-old woman at screening (arrow in B) 
and a high-grade cancer in a 42-year-old woman (arrow in C).

malignant lesions that have morphologic overlap 

(16,44) (Fig 7). False-positive findings contrib-

ute to unnecessary biopsies and cost associated 

with follow-up examinations, which have been 

a source of criticism of MRI screening even in 

high-risk individuals. However, a 2018 study 

that evaluated false-positive findings at screening 

across modalities concluded that lesions detected 

with MRI were twice as likely as lesions detected 

with mammography (DBT) to contain atypia at 

biopsy, again underscoring important differences 

between functional and structural imaging (52).

Nevertheless, maximizing specificity is para-

mount to the success of MRI as a screening test 

that requires clinical acceptance. Although numer-

ous studies since 2014 have shown abbreviated 

MRI to have comparable sensitivity to that of con-

ventional MRI (94.3% vs 96.5%), its specificity is 

overall slightly decreased (83.6% vs 87.3%) owing 

to loss of kinetic analysis (Table 1).

Although ultrafast MRI is still highly investi-

gational, early reader studies have shown that it 

has the potential to significantly improve speci-

ficity while maintaining sensitivity by integrat-

ing early wash-in kinetic information (Table 4). 

The potential role for ultrafast MRI as a stand-

alone test is currently limited by low spatial 

resolution as a trade-off for high temporal reso-

lution, but the technique continues to evolve. 

For the time being, hybrid use of abbreviated 

Table 3: Diagnostic Parameters for Ultrafast MRI and Distinguishing Values between Ma-
lignant and Benign Breast Lesions

Diagnostic Parameter Reference Malignant Lesions Benign Lesions P  Value

TTE (sec) 47 <12.96 >12.96 .026

51 7 12 <.001

Maximum slope (%/sec) 48 >13.3 <6.4 .0036

51 29.3 18.4 <.001

IER 49 183 ± 45 142 ± 60 .0014

AVI (sec) 50 3.65–21.90 7.30–32.90 .043

51 8.14–11.84 12.95–19.61 .006
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Figure 8. Absence of abnormal enhancement in a 61-year-old asymptomatic woman with dense breast tissue. (a) Axial maximum 
intensity projection (MIP) image from screening with abbreviated MRI shows absence of abnormal enhancement. (b) Bilateral MLO 
(left) and craniocaudal (right) screening mammograms obtained the same year show heterogeneously dense breast tissue.

MRI and ultrafast MRI has been proposed to 

optimize overall examination specificity (Fig 6).

Abridged MRI: Advantages

Lesion Conspicuity
In breast cancer screening, the conspicuity of 

absence of lesion is even more valuable than lesion 

conspicuity in one sense, since the vast majority 

of the examinations are expected to be negative. 

Prospective reader studies have shown abbrevi-

ated MRI to be highly negatively predictive, with 

negative predictive value (NPV) of 99.8% and 

sensitivity of 90.9% based on maximum intensity 

projection (MIP) images alone, providing a high-

yield quick overview requiring only a few seconds 

to interpret, which allows efficient establishment 

of absence of cancer (10) (Fig 8). MIP is simi-

larly useful for a global assessment when abnor-

mal enhancement is present.

Abbreviated MRI preferentially increases the 

conspicuity of malignant lesions by imaging dur-

ing the early postcontrast period, enhancing the 

ability to highlight cancer against dense tissue 

(Fig 9) and to discriminate between cancer and 

BPE (Fig 10). While tumor enhancement typi-

cally peaks by 120 seconds, BPE peaks at ap-

proximately 300 seconds, although the timing of 

when BPE begins is more variable (54). Imag-

ing early after contrast material injection allows 

capture of initial rapid enhancement of malignant 

lesions before confounding BPE and before later-

enhancing benign lesions fully wash in.

Therefore, eliminating the later postcontrast 

sequences (abbreviated MRI) minimizes visual-

ization of BPE, and even-earlier ultrafast MRI 

averts visualization of BPE altogether (Figs 9, 

10). In terms of conspicuity, MRI is also highly 

sensitive in detecting malignancy in challenging 

locations such as the retroareolar region, medial 

posterior region, and axillary region, all of which 

are suboptimally evaluated at mammography ow-

ing to limitations in patient positioning (Fig 11).

Functional Depiction
Tumor pathophysiology is the basis of contrast-

enhanced MRI, and functional depiction of tumor 

vascularity has potential for prognosis. Neoangio-

genesis of abnormal leaky vessels and increased 

venous drainage—particularly in large high-grade 

breast cancers—lead to initial brisk contrast mate-

rial uptake and rapid washout at MRI (Fig 12). 

Reproducible immunohistochemical methods of 

quantifying vessel density highlight vessels by using 

antibodies to a platelet endothelial cell adhesion 

molecule such as CD31 (the so-called Chalkley 

Table 4: Sensitivities and Specificities of Full-Protocol MRI versus Ultrafast MRI

Parameter Reference Full-Protocol MRI Ultrafast MRI P  Value

Sensitivity (%) 47 93 92.4 .45

53 86 84 .50

Specificity (%) 47 52 78.2 <.001

53 76 82 .002

Note.—Results are pooled sensitivities and specificities derived from multiple readers.
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Figure 9. High-grade DCIS in a 41-year-old woman. (a) Sagittal postcontrast subtraction T1-weighted image 
shows extensive segmental clumped nonmass enhancement (arrows) in the inferior right breast, consistent 
with high-grade DCIS. (b) Right MLO mammogram shows a smaller area of faint calcifications (arrows), which 
corresponds to the nonmass enhancement in a. (c) Axial MIP image from ultrafast MRI 5 seconds after aortic 
enhancement shows the DCIS alone (arrows). (d) Axial MIP image from abbreviated MRI 60 seconds after aortic 
enhancement shows continued rapid avid enhancement of the DCIS (solid arrows) and concurrent BPE wash-in 
(dashed arrow).

count). Such techniques have allowed demonstra-

tion of consistent correlation between high vascular 

count and reduced survival owing to a positive cor-

relation with tumor grade, size, and histologic type 

and axillary node involvement (55,56).

Interestingly, in patients with node-negative 

estrogen receptor–positive tumors, a subgroup 

typically associated with good prognosis, signifi-

cant reduction in both breast cancer–specific sur-

vival and overall survival was observed if tumors 

had high vascular counts (P < .001). This finding 

suggests that evaluation of tumor vascularity may 

be useful in selecting candidates for adjuvant 

systemic therapy (57).

In addition to peritumoral vascularity indicat-

ing metabolic and metastatic potential (Fig 12), 

whole-breast vascularity is also altered by the pres-

ence of cancer. At MRI, increased vascularity in 

the cancer-affected breast as compared with that 

in the contralateral breast based on visual inspec-

tion with MIP alone is an independent predic-

tor of malignancy (P < .005), with sensitivity of 

76.5% and specificity of 57% (58). Vessel caliber is 

another potential indicator of treatment response. 

Although maximum vessel diameter is significantly 

larger in the cancer-affected breast than in the 

normal breast at MRI (3.6 mm ± 1.1 vs 2.6 mm ± 

0.8; P < .0005), this discrepancy diminishes after 

treatment, with maximum vessel diameter return-

ing to close to that of normal controls (59) (Fig 

12). Finally, functional differentiation between 

arteries and veins at MRI is now possible with the 

high temporal resolution of ultrafast imaging (Fig 

13), making it feasible to derive new parameters 

such as arterial-venous interval (AVI), further-

ing the diagnostic and prognostic potential of the 

modality (50) (Table 3).

Discriminating Power
In general, lesion morphology is deemed more 

informative than enhancement kinetics in distin-

guishing between benign and malignant findings 
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at conventional MRI. However, marginal analysis 

is inferior at abbreviated MRI owing to lack of 

later postcontrast series, limiting lesion morpho-

logic assessment, particularly in cases of foci or 

smaller nonmass enhancement (Fig 14). Lack of 

a dynamic contrast enhancement–generated de-

layed kinetic curve in abbreviated MRI also limits 

distinction of small benign-appearing lesions that 

can be either malignant (washout kinetics) or 

benign (persistent or plateau kinetics) (Figs 15, 

16). In this setting, ultrafast MRI can be excep-

tionally useful, and early wash-in kinetics have 

been shown to have greater discriminating power 

between benign and malignant lesions than con-

ventional delayed kinetics, significantly improving 

specificity (Figs 17, 18) (Table 4).

In a reader study that used ultrafast MRI 

at 4-second temporal resolution, the overlap 

between benign and malignant early curves was 

only 9%, compared with 50% overlap between 

benign and malignant delayed curves at lower 

temporal resolution (60 seconds) (60). This dis-

criminating power using early kinetics is further 

quantifiable with previously described diagnostic 

parameters (Table 3) (Fig 18). For example, on 

average, lesions with TTE less than 10 seconds 

are likely malignant; lesions with TTE more than 

15 seconds are likely benign; and lesions with 

TTE of 10–15 seconds are equivocal (61). How-

ever, these values are not absolute and may vary 

by technique (Table 3).

Lesions with early brisk contrast material 

wash-in, steep maximum slope greater than 

13%–29% per second, and bright enhancement 

with high initial enhancement rate (IER) greater 

than 183 are also more likely to be malignant 

than benign (48,49). In addition, simulating the 

real clinical environment by integrating results 

of prior comparison studies or patient informa-

tion such as age and BRCA gene mutation status 

has been shown to further improve the specific-

ity of abbreviated MRI in some series (11,62). 

Note that the role of T2-weighted imaging in 

abbreviated MRI protocols is still inconclusive, 

as it requires a longer imaging time. Although 

currently there are no data showing that use of a 

T2-weighted sequence altered diagnostic accu-

racy (Table 3), there is evidence to suggest that 

analysis of  T2 characteristics may help increase 

diagnostic confidence (17) (Fig 16).

Abridged MRI: Disadvantages

Spatial Resolution
Ultrafast imaging is highly investigational, and 

the technique continues to evolve. However, for 

Figure 10. High-grade invasive papillary carci-
noma and DCIS in a 79-year-old woman. (a) Axial 
MIP image from ultrafast MRI 5 seconds after aortic 
enhancement shows clumped nonmass enhance-
ment (arrow) in the superior right breast. The en-
hancement is visualized early, before BPE wash-in. 
(b) Axial MIP image from abbreviated MRI 60 sec-
onds after aortic enhancement shows the nonmass 
enhancement (solid arrow), now juxtaposed against 
moderate BPE (dotted arrow). (c) Sagittal first-phase 
postcontrast T1-weighted image best shows the 
morphology of the nonmass enhancement (solid ar-
rows), which is consistent with high-grade invasive 
papillary carcinoma and DCIS. A posterior benign 
biopsy site is noted (dashed arrow).
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the time being, increased temporal resolution 

comes at a cost of decreased spatial resolution in 

most forms of ultrafast imaging. For this reason, 

ultrafast MRI is not currently used for stand-

alone diagnostic evaluation. Available techniques 

currently render spatial resolution lower than 

that of standard MRI (Figs 19, 20). For example, 

reported spatial resolution for ultrafast MRI typi-

cally ranges from 1 3 0.9 3 2.5 mm to 1.5 3 1.5 

3 3.0 mm, while that for standard MRI generally 

ranges from 0.8 3 0.8 3 1.6 mm to 0.9 3 0.8 3 

1.0 mm (37,49).

Despite technical advancements, there is a 

finite achievable trade-off between temporal and 

spatial resolution in ultrafast imaging, and pushing 

imaging speed too far can result in non–diagnos-

tic-quality images (63). To preserve the ability to 

sample kinetics of contrast material uptake at high 

temporal resolution immediately after contrast 

material injection, spatial resolution is necessarily 

limited to some extent. Despite this, it is possible 

that even limited spatial resolution may not actu-

ally impact detection in the setting of screening.

According to early data from reader studies, 

ultrafast MRI appears to achieve comparable 

sensitivity to that of full-protocol MRI—as with 

abbreviated MRI—while significantly improving 

specificity, suggesting a potential role as a stand-

alone test for breast cancer screening (47,53) 

(Tables 1, 4). In theory, this would further de-

crease the duration of the examination to below 

2 minutes, rivaling the acquisition time for CT. 

However, whether ultrafast imaging alone would 

become robust enough for diagnosis in the true 

clinical environment is unknown.

Loss of Sensitivity
Although there is overall no statistically significant 

difference in sensitivity between abbreviated MRI 

and standard full-protocol MRI, there is a small 

but measurable loss in sensitivity across multiple 

studies (Table 1). This loss of sensitivity is attrib-

uted to the lack of later postcontrast sequences to 

capture slower-enhancing cancers, which tend to be 

low-grade in situ cancers or certain lobular cancers, 

thought to overall correlate with relatively more 

indolent disease. For example, low- to intermediate-

grade DCIS—even in the presence of invasive 

disease—may not be visible on early postcontrast 

images for up to 100 seconds or more (Figs 21, 22). 

Similarly, lobular cancers may enhance more slowly 

and less avidly and are associated with a smaller 

Figure 11. Poorly differentiated invasive cancer in a 63-year-old 
woman with a retroareolar mass in the right breast. (a) Initial MLO 
mammogram of the right breast shows scattered fibroglandular tissue. 
The retroareolar mass is occult. (b) Axial MIP image from abbreviated 
MRI 60 seconds after aortic enhancement shows an avidly enhancing 
mass (solid arrow) in the retroareolar region of the right breast. In 
the left breast, a medially malpositioned nipple (dashed arrow) also 
enhances. (c) Axial first-phase postcontrast subtraction T1-weighted 
image shows the mass with finer morphologic detail (arrow). Biopsy 
results were consistent with a poorly differentiated invasive cancer.
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Figure 12. Poorly differentiated IDC with metaplastic features in a 29-year-old woman. (a, b) Axial first-phase postcontrast subtrac-
tion T1-weighted image (a) and image from initial diagnostic US (b) show a large palpable centrally necrotic mass (arrow in a) in the 
left breast, consistent with a poorly differentiated IDC with metaplastic features. (c) Axial MIP image shows the tumor (solid arrow) 
to great advantage, highlighting extensive peritumoral neoangiogenesis (dotted arrows), which reflects increased tumor growth and 
metabolism. (d) Axial fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) PET image shows the increased tumor growth and metabolism as high avidity (ar-
row). (e) On a left MLO mammogram, the mass is masked by dense tissue but indicated by a biopsy clip marker (arrow).

Figure 13. High-grade DCIS in a 
31-year-old woman. A, Magnifica-
tion mammographic view shows 
extensive pleomorphic calcifica-
tions (arrows) in the lateral left 
breast. B, Axial first-phase post-
contrast subtraction image shows 
segmental nonmass enhance-
ment (arrows) in the left breast. 
The enhancement corresponds 
to the calcifications in A and is 
consistent with high-grade DCIS.  
C–F, Sequential coronal MIP cine 
stills from dynamic ultrafast MRI 
show early contrast material in-
flow. C, Image 5 seconds before 
aortic enhancement shows initial 
pulmonary artery enhancement 
(arrow). D, Image at 0 seconds 
shows aortic enhancement (ar-
row). E, Image 5 seconds after 
aortic enhancement shows tu-
mor enhancement (arrows) in 
the outer left breast. F, Image 
10 seconds after aortic enhance-
ment shows enhancement of a 
large peritumoral draining vein 
(solid arrow). By this time, mild 
BPE (dotted arrow) is visible in the 
contralateral breast.
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Figure 15. Lack of standard kinetics in abbreviated MRI decreases discrimination between benign and malig-
nant lesions. (a) Axial MIP image from screening abbreviated MRI in a 41-year-old woman with a family history 
of premenopausal breast cancer shows two enhancing foci (arrows) in the right breast. Biopsy demonstrated 
large duct papillomas (false-positive findings). (b) Axial MIP image from screening abbreviated MRI in a 44-year-
old BRCA2 mutation carrier shows an indeterminate subcentimeter mass (arrow) in the left breast. Biopsy dem-
onstrated fibroadenomatoid fibrocystic change (false-positive finding).

Figure 14. Known fibroadenoma in the left breast in a 44-year-old BRCA2 mutation carrier undergoing annual breast 
MRI screening. (a) On an axial postcontrast T1-weighted image from current abbreviated MRI at 60 seconds, marginal 
characterization of the left breast mass (arrow) is not as detailed as with full-protocol MRI 1 year earlier. (b) Axial third-
series postcontrast T1-weighted image from full-protocol MRI at 300 seconds 1 year earlier shows that contrast material 
fills in the lesion completely (arrow).

maximum slope (21.8%/sec vs 29.3%/sec) when 

compared with all invasive lesions during immedi-

ate postcontrast imaging (51).

Overall, however, a small loss in sensitiv-

ity may be justified by an examination that can 

improve the accessibility of MRI and allow 

detection of more aggressive disease prone to 

be missed at mammography (interval cancers). 

The ultimate question is whether this in turn will 

improve the overall impact of MRI on mortality. 

In reality, it is likely also possible to marry the 

respective strengths of MRI and mammography 

to optimize overall capture of the breast cancer 

spectrum, particularly as we move toward indi-

vidualized risk-based screening and more versa-

tile combined-modality screening.

Benign Confounders
There are benign vascular or inflammatory 

breast lesions that demonstrate rapid initial 

early enhancement and can mimic malignancy, 

requiring biopsy for histologic evaluation. These 

are benign confounders despite use of ultra-

fast MRI. Papillary lesions are an example (Fig 

15). In a recent study, early kinetic parameters 

of papillary lesions including maximum slope, 

TTE, and arterial-venous interval (AVI) were all 

shown to significantly exceed those of invasive 

and in situ cancers (papillary lesions: 63.4%/sec, 

3.6 seconds, 1 frame; invasive cancers: 29.4%/

sec, 7.1 seconds, 2.8 frames; in situ cancers: 

22.4%/sec, 9.7 seconds, 2 frames) (64). These 

results reflect the highly vascular nature of 

these tumors, which often have distinct vascular 

pedicles of direct arterial supply and extended 

venous drainage.

Similarly, highly vascular lesions such as capil-

lary hemangiomas may also mimic malignancy 

(Fig 23). Other mimics include intramammary 

lymph nodes (Fig 22) and occasionally fibroad-

enomas (Fig 14). In many of these cases where 

results of kinetic analysis are indeterminate, mor-

phologic evaluation becomes key in overall as-

sessment, which may be incomplete on the basis 

of abbreviated MRI and ultrafast MRI findings. 

In cases where small lesion size limits morpho-

logic assessment, early initial kinetic analysis can 

be extremely helpful; however, the inferred time 

cutoff (TTE) based on early retrospective reader 

studies is variable owing to technical differences 
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Figure 17. Ultrafast MRI allows increased discrimination between malignant and benign lesions. A–E, Axial contrast-enhanced time-
correlated serial ultrafast TWIST in-plane images in a 44-year-old woman show a known invasive lobular carcinoma (ILC) (arrow in 
B–E) in the right breast. A*–E*, Different in-plane series in the same patient shows an enhancing focus (arrow in D* and E*) anterior 
and superior to the ILC. Aortic enhancement marks time zero (T

0
) (arrow in A and A*), followed by sequential acquisitions at 5-second 

temporal resolution. This allows separation of the early briskly enhancing ILC at TTE = 5 seconds (arrow in B) (true-positive finding) 
and later lower-level enhancement of the benign focus at TTE = 20 seconds (false-positive finding) (arrow in D*). E, E*, By 120 seconds 
on the standard first-series postcontrast subtraction images, both the ILC and benign focus as well as BPE are visualized.

Figure 16. IDC with tubular features in a 66-year-old woman with a family history of breast cancer. (a–c) Axial 
MIP (a) and axial (b) and sagittal (c) postcontrast subtraction images from screening abbreviated MRI show a 
solitary 6-mm oval mass in the posterior superior right breast (solid arrow). (d) On an axial T2-weighted image, 
the mass does not have a correlate. Biopsy demonstrated IDC with tubular features (true-positive finding). Note 
the long-term stable benign mass (dotted arrow in a) in the retroareolar region of the left breast.

and may not be absolutely reproducible in the 

true clinical environment (Fig 24) (Table 3).

There will always be overlap between benign 

and malignant lesions, even at ultraearly post-

contrast imaging, where morphologic assess-

ment remains essential. Less commonly, there 

are also inflammatory entities that can mimic 

malignancy at MRI. For example, severe cases 
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Figure 19. Fat necrosis in the breast in a 45-year-old woman. A, Axial, and B, sagittal first-phase postcontrast subtraction gradient-
echo (GRE) images show fine morphologic details of a heterogeneous mass (arrow) in the left breast at the 7-o’clock position. VIBE = 
volumetric interpolated breath-hold examination. C, Left MLO, and D, left craniocaudal (LCC) mammograms show that the mass 
corresponds to coarsely calcified fat necrosis (arrow). E, On an axial TWIST image, the spatial resolution of the mass (arrow) is lower 
than on the corresponding GRE image, A.

Figure 18. Ultrafast MRI allows increased discrimination between malignant and benign lesions. Axial MIP dynamic ultrafast images, 
obtained in a 45-year-old woman with a history of implant reconstruction and explantation and a new diagnosis of breast cancer, 
show rapid contrast material wash-in in an invasive lobular carcinoma (ILC) (solid arrow in B–F) in the right breast at TTE = 5 seconds 
(arrow in B), with a steep maximum slope of the early kinetic curve visible on sequential acquisitions, B–F. In contrast, there is later and 
slower persistent enhancement of a larger area of fat necrosis (dotted arrow in C–F). At peak, the ILC (solid arrow in F) is significantly 
more avid than the fat necrosis (dotted arrow in F), reflecting a higher initial enhancement rate (IER). The fat necrosis enhances no 
brighter than multiple adjacent benign masses and bilateral BPE. T

0
 = time of first visualization of aortic enhancement (arrow in A).

of traumatized chronic eczematous dermati-

tis involving the nipple-areolar complex may 

enhance rapidly with TTE of only 5 seconds, 

mimicking the classic appearance of Paget 

disease of the nipple (Fig 25). In this case, the 

clinical manifestation may also be indistinguish-

able from that of malignancy, requiring punch 

biopsy to confirm the diagnosis.

Clinical Indications

High-Risk Screening
The primary target utility of abbreviated MRI 

is screening. Currently, according to the 2007 

American Cancer Society guidelines, evidence-

based supplemental MRI screening is reserved 

for high-risk women with a lifetime risk of breast 
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Figure 20. High-grade DCIS in a 31-year-old woman. Axial first-phase postcontrast subtraction image from 
standard MRI (a) and ultrafast TWIST image (b) show extensive segmental nonmass enhancement (arrows) in 
the left breast, consistent with high-grade DCIS. The enhancement is depicted with superior soft-tissue or spatial 
resolution on the standard MR image (a) as compared with the TWIST image (b).

of breast cancer diagnosed under age 50 years, 

dense breast tissue, or a history of atypical hyper-

plasia or lobular carcinoma in situ (LCIS) (66).

Figure 21. Newly diagnosed IDC and intermediate-grade DCIS in a 
65-year-old woman at staging MRI. (a, b) Axial MIP images at 10 sec-
onds (a) and 100 seconds (b) after contrast material injection show the 
IDC (arrow) in the left breast. (c, d) Axial (c) and sagittal (d) third-phase 
postcontrast T1-weighted images show an 8-cm span of intermediate-
grade DCIS (arrows) immediately anterior and posterior to the IDC. The 
DCIS is not visible on the first-phase postcontrast image (b). (e) Medio-
lateral magnification mammogram shows fine pleomorphic calcifications 
in a segmental distribution (arrows), which correlate with the DCIS.

cancer exceeding 20%–25%—including those with 

genetic predisposition, prior radiation exposure, 

or a family history of breast cancer—on the basis 

of evidence of substantial additional cancer yield 

and mortality benefit in this group (65). In 2018, 

the ACR suggested expanding indications for MRI 

screening on the basis of newer data to also in-

clude intermediate-risk women with a lifetime risk 

of 15%–20%, such as those with a personal history 
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Figure 23. Capillary hemangioma in a 72-year-old woman with newly diagnosed IDCs. Axial MIP image (a) and 
first-phase postcontrast T1-weighted image (b) show the IDCs (dotted arrows) in the right breast. There is also 
an avidly enhancing oval mass (solid arrow) in the left breast, which showed rapid initial enhancement (TTE = 10 
seconds) but did not have a correlate on T2-weighted images. Biopsy demonstrated a capillary hemangioma.

Figure 22. Low-grade DCIS in a 69-year-old woman at staging MRI. A–D, Axial dynamic MIP images show a rapidly enhancing oval 
mass (solid arrow in B–D) in the left breast with a TTE of 5 seconds. The known DCIS in the right breast appears later as a faint blush 
of enhancement (dashed arrow in C and D). T

0
 = time of aortic enhancement. E, US image shows that the rapidly enhancing mass is 

a normal lymph node. F, Mammogram shows a small volume of microcalcifications (arrows), which correspond to the DCIS.

However, there is discordance between ex-

panding indications and diminishing adherence 

to MRI screening. In a recent study of high-risk 

women (cancer-free women with lifetime risk 

≥20%) with long-term follow-up, the frequency of 

MRI screening was less than 40%, and 25% at 4 

years and 40% at 8 years did not report any form 

of screening. Furthermore, at 4 years, high-risk 

women were 85% less adherent to breast cancer 

screening guidelines than average-risk women ow-

ing to low uptake of breast MRI, while at 8 years, 

high-risk women were also less adherent to mam-

mography than were average-risk women (67).

These results speak to the complexity of 

psychosocial issues surrounding breast cancer 

screening adherence and underscore the need for 

improvement in screening approaches, particu-

larly in women at elevated risk, where the stakes 

are high. Abbreviated MRI and ultrafast MRI 

have the potential to improve cancer yield and 
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Figure 24. Benign focus in a 45-year-old woman with a maternal history of breast cancer and a personal history of lobular carci-
noma in situ (LCIS) who presented for high-risk screening. Axial dynamic MIP ultrafast images show marked bilateral BPE and an early 
enhancing focus (arrow in C–F) in the right breast. The focus had a TTE of 10 seconds but no correlate on T2-weighted images and 
was stable in size and morphology in prior years. D–F, Five seconds after enhancement of the focus, BPE begins to phase in globally. 
T

0
 = time of aortic enhancement.

minimize false-positive findings and may provide 

a more streamlined and sustainable alternative 

for screening.

Average-Risk Screening
MRI is not currently recommended for average-

risk screening. Despite being the most sensitive 

breast imaging test for detecting breast cancer, 

MRI in its current form is not cost-effective. 

However, there are persistent limitations of 

mammography in detecting rapidly growing 

cancers in women with dense breast tissue, as 

discussed earlier, and there is a potential role 

for abbreviated MRI in filling this gap. It is 

noteworthy that current risk-based screening 

recommendations are based on known risk fac-

tors, but more than half of all women ultimately 

diagnosed with breast cancer have no known 

Figure 25. Traumatized chronic eczematous dermatitis in a 57-year-old woman with subacute to chronic nipple 
pruritus, redness, and discharge, findings highly suspicious for Paget disease. Axial dynamic MIP image (a) and 
first-phase postcontrast T1-weighted image (b) show marked thickening and abnormal enhancement of the right 
nipple-areolar complex (arrow). The enhancement had TTE of 5 seconds on the ultrafast image (a). Punch biopsy 
demonstrated traumatized chronic eczematous dermatitis, excluding malignancy.
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risk factors before diagnosis. Therefore, it is not 

inconceivable that there are women with under-

estimated actual risk.

In fact, a prospective observational study of 

supplemental MRI screening in average-risk 

women yielded a cancer detection rate (CDR) of 

15–22 per 1000, highly comparable to CDR in 

high-risk women of 10–20 per 1000 (8,34,68). 

In particular, invasive cancers detected in 

average-risk women at MRI were significantly 

smaller (median, 8–9 mm) than those detected 

at mammography and more likely to be node 

negative (88.6%–93.4%); MRI screening also 

decreased interval cancer rates (19,34). These 

findings are consistent with the observation in 

the same study that after an MRI screening ex-

amination with negative results, average time to 

the next screening-detected cancer was 3 years 

(34), suggesting potential for use of abbrevi-

ated MRI as a primary screening tool at wider 

intervals (eg, every 2–3 years) in place of mam-

mography screening, particularly given recent 

compelling findings favoring MRI screening in 

women with dense breast tissue without other 

risk factors (19).

The role of abbreviated MRI as a possible pri-

mary screening test was also supported by recently 

published early data from the Eastern Coopera-

tive Oncology Group (ECOG)–ACR Imaging 

Network (ACRIN) EA1141 trial. Abbreviated 

MRI was found to outperform DBT in screening 

women with dense breasts, yielding a CDR of 11.8 

per 1000 versus 4.8 per 1000 (P = .002), without 

interval cancers (23). Furthermore, cost-benefit 

analysis based on modeling has also shown that 

despite the higher initial cost of a breast MRI 

screening program for average-risk women, there 

may ultimately be long-term cost savings as com-

pared with mammography screening (69).

Caveats
Abbreviated MRI may not be appropriate for 

baseline screening in women with BRCA gene 

mutations. Prior phenotype studies have shown 

that BRCA-associated cancers are more likely to 

have atypical morphology and kinetics; for ex-

ample, invasive cancers are more likely to appear 

circumscribed (23%), mimicking fibroadenomas, 

and frequently manifest as nonmass enhancement 

(20%) (70). For these reasons, abbreviated MRI 

may be suboptimal as a baseline examination in 

this population. However, abbreviated MRI may 

be adequate for subsequent examinations after 

full-protocol dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI as 

the first examination to establish a baseline.

Furthermore, because abbreviated MRI (and 

ultrafast MRI) may miss late-enhancing malig-

nant disease such as low-grade DCIS or invasive 

lobular carcinoma (ILC), there is currently insuf-

ficient evidence to support abbreviated protocols 

for staging or surveillance purposes (Figs 21, 22). 

In a recent study that evaluated abbreviated MRI 

for surveillance of women with prior breast cancer, 

the sensitivity of abbreviated MRI was inferior 

to that of full diagnostic protocol MRI (70% vs 

100%), although both had high negative predictive 

value (NPV) (99.5% vs 100%) (71). Abbreviated 

approaches are geared toward identification of ag-

gressive disease in the screening setting but are not 

optimized for full depiction of disease.

Other Considerations
Clinical integration of abbreviated MRI as defined 

by a single postcontrast sequence has been limited 

by lack of a dedicated Current Procedural Terminol-

ogy (CPT) billing code. Billable ACR-compliant 

dynamic contrast-enhanced breast MRI currently 

requires a T2-weighted series, a precontrast T1-

weighted series, and at least two postcontrast T1-

weighted series, and a common modified approach 

has been to retain two postcontrast acquisitions 

to meet ACR criteria but still shorten the MRI 

examination to some extent. However, it is impor-

tant to realize that delayed kinetic analysis is still 

not possible even when two postcontrast acquisi-

tions are performed.

Finally, nonenhanced abbreviated approaches 

using techniques such as diffusion-weighted 

imaging (DWI) are also being investigated, 

especially because gadolinium deposition in the 

brain has been described in the recent literature 

(72). However, such techniques currently have 

overall significantly lower sensitivity than that of 

contrast-enhanced MRI.

Conclusion
Abridged MRI techniques are highly accurate and 

offer great potential to improve the way we screen 

for breast cancer. Compared with full-length MRI 

protocols, abbreviated MRI retains high sensitivity 

but has slightly decreased specificity. Ultrafast MRI 

in combination with abbreviated MRI may help 

increase specificity and supplement early wash-in 

kinetic analysis. Clinical implementation of abbrevi-

ated MRI complements mammography screening 

and may have a role as a stand-alone screening test 

in the future. Ultimately, preferential detection of 

biologically more aggressive disease may confer the 

greatest extent of mortality benefit and help maxi-

mize the impact of breast cancer screening.
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QUESTIONNAIRE 
A10-2(22) Part 1 

Abbreviated and Ultrafast Breast MRI in Clinical Practice 
INSTRUCTIONS 

• Read through the article and answer the multiple-choice questions provided below. 

• Some questions may have more than one correct answer; in which case you must mark all the correct answers. 

Question 1: Is it TRUE or FALSE that abbreviated MRI has 
been shown to have superior cancer yield to that of digital 
breast tomosynthesis (DBT)? 
 

A: TRUE  
B: FALSE 

 
The Basics: Structural versus Functional Imaging 

 

Question 2: Which of the following screening modalities are 
examples of functional imaging? 
 

A: Mammography, which depicts calcifications and 
spiculated masses well, hence highlighting DCIS and 
lower-grade invasive cancer 

B: DBT, which accentuates architectural distortions, 
and because of which incremental cancers are 
overrepresented by small spiculated cancers that 
are histologically indolent 

C: MRI, of which the superior soft-tissue resolution 
may be enhanced by physiologic characterization of 
properties such as cellularity using diffusion-
weighted imaging  

D: Dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI, which is currently 
the most sensitive imaging method and provides a 
significant gain in breast cancer detection  

 
Basic Terminology 

 

Question 3: Which of the following refer to spatial 
resolution? 
 

A: It defines the extent to which anatomic detail is 
discernible  

B: It is improved by higher signal-to-noise ratio and 
smaller voxel size  

C: It refers to the frequency of sampling or the number 
of frames acquired after contrast material 
administration per unit time 

D: None of the above 
 

Abridged MRI Techniques: Abbreviated MRI 
 

Question 4: Is it TRUE that abbreviated MRI maximizes 
tumor conspicuity by imaging at the greatest tumor–
background parenchymal enhancement (BPE) divergence? 
 

A: YES  
B: NO 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Question 5: Besides a localizer acquisition, examinations 
fulfilling criteria for abbreviated MRI should also include 
which of the following? 
 

A: One precontrast and one postcontrast axial 
gradient-echo acquisition  

B: In-plane resolution of five millimeter or less 
C: Section thickness of three millimeter or less  
D: With or without a T1-weighted sequence 

 
Question 6: Which one of the following is an abbreviated 
MRI sequence? 
 

A: Axial DWI 
B: Axial T1W without FS 
C: Axial postcontrast subtraction  
D: Subtraction MIP 

 
Ultrafast MRI 

 

Question 7: What are the main characteristics of ultrafast 
MRI? 
 

A: It is a component of fast MRI 
B: It is a novel sequence developed to capture early 

contrast material wash-in at high temporal 
resolution  

C: It allows rapid sequential imaging within the first 
two minutes after contrast material injection to 
render an early wash-in kinetic curve  

D: It is readily feasible with all commercially available 
imaging units 

 
Question 8: Which ultrafast MRI technique was used in the 
study? 
 

A: Parallel imaging 
B: View-sharing  
C: Compressed sensing 

 
Newer Terminology 

 

Question 9: Which of the following is defined as early 
postcontrast signal intensity divided by precontrast signal 
intensity, and reflects the level of lesion enhancement or 
how avidly a lesion enhances? 
 

A: Time to enhancement (TTE) 
B: Maximum slope 
C: Initial enhancement rate (IER)  
D: Arterial-venous interval (AVI) 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Existing Challenge and Potential Solution 
 

Question 10: The potential role for ultrafast MRI as a 
standalone test is currently limited by which of the 
following? 
 

A: False-positive findings 
B: Decreased specificity 
C: Low spatial resolution  
D: None of the above 

 
 
 

END 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



QUESTIONNAIRE 
A10-2(22) Part 2 

Abbreviated and Ultrafast Breast MRI in Clinical Practice 
INSTRUCTIONS 

• Read through the article and answer the multiple-choice questions provided below. 

• Some questions may have more than one correct answer; in which case you must mark all the correct answers. 

Abridged MRI: Advantages: Lesion Conspicuity 
 

Question 1: Which of the following are CORRECT regarding 
lesion conspicuity in breast cancer screening? 
 

A: Abbreviated MRI allows efficient establishment of 
absence of cancer  

B: Abbreviated MRI enhances the ability to highlight 
cancer against dense tissue and to discriminate 
between cancer and BPE  

C: Imaging early after contrast material injection 
allows capture of initial rapid enhancement of 
malignant lesions before confounding BPE and 
before later-enhancing benign lesions fully wash in  

D: By eliminating the later postcontrast sequences 
abbreviated MRI completely prevents visualization 
of BPE altogether 

 
Question 2: MRI is highly sensitive in detecting malignancy 
in which of the following locations which are suboptimally 
evaluated at mammography? 
 

A: The retroareolar region  
B: Medial posterior region  
C: Axillary region  
D: None of the above 

 
Functional Depiction 

 

Question 3: Is it TRUE or FALSE that functional 
differentiation between arteries and veins at MRI is now 
possible with the high temporal resolution of ultrafast 
imaging ? 
 

A: TRUE  
B: FALSE 

 
Discriminating Power 

 

Question 4: Which of the following are indicators that 
lesions are more likely to be malignant than benign? 
 

A: Early brisk contrast material wash-in  
B: Steep maximum slope greater than 13%–29% per 

second  
C: Bright enhancement with high IER greater than 183  
D: Lesions with TTE more than 15 seconds  

Abridged MRI: Disadvantages: Spatial Resolution 
 

Question 5: Which of the following are TRUE? 
 

A: There is a finite achievable trade-off between 
temporal and spatial resolution in ultrafast imaging  

B: Reported spatial resolution for ultrafast MRI 
typically ranges from 0.8 x 0.8 x 1.6 mm to 0.9 x 0.8 
x 1.0 mm 

C: To preserve the ability to sample kinetics of 
contrast material uptake at high temporal 
resolution immediately after contrast material 
injection, spatial resolution is necessarily limited to 
some extent  

D: Available ultrafast imaging techniques currently 
render spatial resolution higher than that of 
standard MRI 

 
Loss of Sensitivity 

 

Question 6: Low-to intermediate grade DCIS (even in the 
presence of invasive disease) may not be visible on early 
postcontrast images for up to how many seconds? 
 

A: 30 
B: 50 
C: 70 
D: 100  

 
Benign Confounders 

 

Question 7: Which of the following are benign vascular or 
inflammatory breast lesions that can mimic malignancy? 
 

A: Papillary lesions / Capillary hemangiomas  
B: Intramammary lymph nodes / Fibroadenomas  
C: Phyllodes tumors / Angiosarcomas 

 
Clinical Indications: High-Risk Screening 

 

Question 8: A recent study of high-risk women with long-
term follow-up found which of the following? 
 

A: The frequency of MRI screening was less than 40%  
B: The frequency of MRI screening was 25% at four 

years  
C: At eight years 40% of the women did not report any 

form of screening  
D: At four years, high-risk women were 85% more 

adherent to breast cancer screening guidelines 
than average-risk women 

E: At eight years, high-risk women were more 
adherent to mammography than were average-risk 
women 

 
 
 
 



Question 9: A prospective observational study of 
supplemental MRI screening in average-risk women found 
which of the following? 
 

A: A highly comparable detection rate (CDR) of 10–20 
per 1000 

B: Significantly smaller invasive cancers in average-
risk women at MRI than those detected at 
mammography  

C: Decreased interval cancer rates  
D: None of the above 

 

Question 10: Is it TRUE that abbreviated MRI is exceptionally 
appropriate for baseline screening in women with BRCA 
gene mutations? 
 

A: YES 
B: NO  

 
 
 

END 
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